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Abstract 

 

This paper presents a brief instructions to find geodesics equations on two dimensional 

surfaces in R�.The resulting geodesic equations are solved numerically using 

Computer Programs Matlab and Mathematica, the geodesics are displayed through 

figures. 
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1. Introduction  

 
Geodesics are curves on a surface that make turns just to stay on the surface and never 

move sideways. A bug living in the surface and following such a curve would perceive it 

to be straight .We will begin with a definition of geodesics, present various methods of 

finding the geodesics on surfaces, and reveal their relationships to shortest paths .The 

term geodesic comes from the science of geodesy, which is concerned with measurements 

of the earth’s surface. Bessel (1784–1846) was involved with determining the shape of 

the earth as an ellipsoid of rotation. Jacobi (1804–1851) studied the “shortest curves” on 

an ellipsoid of rotation which he referred to as “geodesic curves”. The term “shortest 

curves” had earlier been used by Johannes Bernoulli (1667–1748) and Carl-Friedrich 

Gauss (1777—1855). 

The term "geodesic" comes from geodesy, the science of measuring the size and shape of 

Earth; in the original sense, a geodesic was the shortest route between two points on the 

Earth's surface, namely, a segment of a great circle. The term has been generalized to 

include measurements in much more general mathematical spaces; for example, in graph 

theory, one might consider a geodesic between two vertices/nodes of a graph. 

 In mathematics, a geodesic is a generalization of the notion of a "straight line" to "curved 

spaces". In the presence of a metric, geodesics are defined to be (locally) the shortest path 

between points in the space. In the presence of an affine connection, geodesics are 

defined to be curves whose tangent vectors remain parallel if they are transported along it. 

In Riemannian geometry geodesics are not the same as "shortest curves" between two 

points, though the two concepts are closely related. The difference is that geodesics are 

only locally the shortest distance between points, and are parameterized with "constant 

velocity". Going the "long way round" on a great circle between two points on a sphere is 

a geodesic but not the shortest path between the points. The map  t → t�		from the unit 

interval to itself gives the shortest path between 0 and 1, but is not a geodesic because the 

velocity of the corresponding motion of a point is not constant. 

    The traditional method of finding the shortest path between two points  is routes of one 

airline from a city to another. This is well-known that the most obvious about the 

application in Geodesic problem. Furthermore, we find the shortest path between two 

points on cylinder and cone. Modern technology can be applied today as well. 

    The Clinical technique of effective operation is small surgical scar and rapid because it 

allows recovery of the body relieve or prevent complication that may arise with patients.  
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Nevertheless, surgeon is necessary in planning the surgery. If the above theory in this 

paper can be applied, it considered to be more beneficial to the operation. Recently, 

pattern recognition and the image processing use the geodesics flow on surface to 

recognize image [5],[14]. 

The outline of the paper consists of the following. In section (2) we present the geodesic 

in the sense of Calculus of variations. In section (3) differential equation of geodesics are 

obtained. In section (4) ,numerical solutions of the geodesics differential  equations are 

given using Matlab and Mathematica programs . Finally section (5) is devoted to 

Conclusions.   

 

2. Geodesics in Calculus of variations  

First we can define geodesics on two dimensional surfaces in R� from the perspective of  

calculus of variation. Consider a surface  � with metric tensor ��	and parametric 

representation 	�: � � ���, ��	, the length of a continuously differentiable curve � ∶ 	 �a, b� 	→ M with parameter of arc length �	is defined by 

���� �  !� �  "�##�!��� $ 2�#�!�!� $ ����!��� 																																�2.1� 
where ��	is the covariant metric tensor given as,  

 																				�## � ��', �'�												, �#� � ��# � ��', �(�		,							��� � ��(, �(�	 
The function ����  can be written as  

���� �  !� �  "�## $ 2�#��) $ ����)� 	!�		, �) � !�!�																						�	2.2� 
Or in the following form 

���� �  !� �  "�##�) � $ 2�#��) $ ���	!� 		,												�) � !�!� 																					�	2.3� 
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The distance !�+, ,� between two points +	and , of M	 is defined as the infimum of the 

length taken over all continuous, piecewise continuously differentiable curves	� ∶	�a, b� 	→ 	M such that ��a� 	� 	+	and ��-� 	� 	,. With this definition of distance, 

geodesics in a Riemannian manifold are then the locally distance-minimizing paths, in the 

above sense we can find the minimizing for this equation in calculus of variation from 

Euler-Lagrange equation for the equation �	2.2�, �	2.3� respectively . 

																								.�.� / !!� .�.�) � 0				, .�.� / !!� .�.�) � 0																																									�	2.4�	
then 

��##�( $ 2��#��(�) $ �����(�) �2"�## $ 2�#��) $ ����)� / !!� 1 �#� $ ����)"�## $ 2�#��) $ ����)�2 � 0											�	2.5�	
��##�'�) � $ 2��#��'�) $ �����'2"�##�) � $ 2�#��) $ ��� / !!� 1 �##�) $ �#�"�##�) � $ 2�#��) $ ���2 � 0										�	2.6�	

    For some special cases the equations  �	2.5�	and �	2.6�	can be solved ,but in general It’s 

very difficult to have an exact solution.  

    Also Euler equation can be solved to find the shortest path on the surface of a unit 

sphere. It well known that the shortest path between two points on a sphere is on a plane 

that contains the origin of the sphere. Thus, pick any two points on the sphere and then 

solve for the plane which contains the two points and the origin; the shortest path is the 

intersection of the plane and the sphere, the great circle. 

   Using calculus of variation to find geodesics on two dimensional surfaces in R�	is very 

useful method and also we can see the problem from a different perspective and find the 

geodesic system of differential equations in general case as in the following section. 

 

 

3. Differential equations of the geodesics 
 

Definition 1. 

         Let 5 be an oriented regular curve contained on an oriented surface � with 

parameterization : � � ���, �� , and let		�:	I	 ⟶ 	M be a parameterization of  5, in a  
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neighborhood of 	+ ∈ �. The algebraic value of the covariant derivative  �9�′��� ; !�� �k= of  �>���		at +	is called the geodesic curvature of 5 at + [6]. 

    According to this definition of geodesic curvature this means that geodesic curvature is 

the curvature of the projection of curve C on the tangent plane TAM as in Fig (3.1) 

  

Definition 2. 

      In Riemannian manifold space we can define the geodesic as A non constant, 

parameterized curve �:	I	 ⟶ 	M is said to be Beodesic at  s ∈ I  if the field of its tangent 

vectors  �′�s� is parallel along 	�	 at s	; that is,      																																							9�′���!� � 	0	,																																																	�	3.1�		 
 
( i. e the covariant derivative of its tangent vector field equal to zero), �	 is a parameterized	Beodesic if it is geodesic for all 	s ∈ I	. This means that a curve α�s� is a 

geodesic if its geodesic curvature 	k= � 0 [6] . 

    From a point of  view external to the surface, the absolute value of the geodesic 

curvature NO	of 5 at + is the absolute value of the tangential component of the vector � ′′��� � N	P, where N is the curvature of 5 at +	and P is the principle normal vector of  5 

at +. Recalling that the absolute value of the normal component of the vector N	P is the 

absolute value of the normal field curvature NQ of  5 ⊂ �	in + as show in the schematic 

figure (2.1) ,	S is the normal vector on the surface �.   

 

 

                                 
                                                 Fig 3.1 

 
      

 To introduce the equations of a geodesic in a coordinate neighborhood. For that, 

let	α:	I	 ⟶ 	M be a parameterized curve of S and let ���, �� be a parameterization of  M 

in a neighborhood U of α�sV�,	 tV ∈ I. Let		J ⊂ I  be an open interval containing 	sV such 

that ��J� ⊂ V	. Let 	X�u�s�, v�s��, s ∈ 	J, be the expression of α:	J	 ⟶ 	M in the  
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parameterization �	with coordinates ���� and ���� . Then, the tangent vector field		�>�s�, s ∈ 	J, is given by 																									�>��� � 	�>����' 	$ 	�>����(						,									�>�	!� !�⁄ 																																								�	3.2� 
Therefore, the fact that 		�> is parallel equivalent to D�>�t�	/dt	 � 0 										!�>���!� � �>��''�> $ �'(�>� $ �>��('�> $ �((�>� $ �>>�'$ �>>�(																										�	3.3� 
    Since the covariant derivative  D�>�s�/ds is the component of d�>�s�/ds in the tangent 

plane, and by using Gauss Weingarten equation for  ��'', �'(, 		�(', 		�((� in terms of 

Christoffel symbols _ àbcd in the tangent plane which are given by  �'' 	� 	 #̀## 	�' $ #̀#��(, �'( 	� 	 #̀�# 		�' $ #̀���(	,	
                                                �(' 	� 	 �̀## 	�' 	$ �̀#��(	,																																																		�3.4� 	�(( 	� 	 �̀�# 	�' $	 �̀���(																			 

then  9�>���!� � � #̀## ��>�� $ 2 #̀�# �>�> $ �̀�# ��>�� $ �>>��'$ � #̀#� ��>�� $ 2 #̀���>�> $ �̀�� ��>�� 		$ �>>��( 	� 0			 
                                                                                                                                                                     �	3.5� 
Therefore, the fact that �>�s� is parallel equivalent to the system of differential equations 

                           

                                    �>> $ #̀## ��>�� $ 2 #̀�# �>�> $ �̀�# ��>�� � 0																																							�3.6� 
 					�>> $ #̀#� ��>�� $ 2 #̀���>�> $ �̀�� ��>�� � 0 

  

    In other words, 	�:	I	 ⟶ 	M is a geodesic if and only if the system of two second order 

differential equations �	3.6�	 is satisfied for every interval 	J ⊂ I such that 	��J� is 

contained in a coordinate neighborhood. The system is known as the differential 

equations of the geodesics of 	M and the following proposition is very important .  

   

    Proposition 3.1 .Given a point e	 ∈ �	 and  vector U	 ⊂ fg�	, U h 0, there exist		i j	0 and a unique parameterized geodesic	�: �/ϵ, ϵ� ⟶ 	M with ��0� � + and 	�′�0� � U 

[6]. 
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   The system of differential equations �	3.6�  is usually very difficult to solve analytically 

and can be solved in special cases for plane surface ,revolution surface and ruled surface 

but this system can be solved numerically in general case. 

 

 

4. Numerical solution for the geodesic differential equations  

 
  Our goal is to describe in simplest terms how to use numerical integration to plot 

geodesics on an arbitrary surface. Geodesics are geometric invariants second in 

importance only to Gaussian curvature, but the differential equations for geodesics are too 

complicated to admit explicit solutions, except in the rarest of cases. So after some 300 

years of differential geometry, geodesics were well known only for very special surfaces. 

But the advent of computers has made it practical to use numerical integration to find 

geodesics on an arbitrary surface. We will do this with two different methods using 

Computer Programs as Matlab and Mathematica. 

    Given a surface in Euclidean space l� , with parameterization 	���, ��, we tray to 

given  numerical expressions for its geodesics.  Our primary interest is in the solutions for � and �. These yield a curve	�	 �����, ����� in the	�� /plane and � is arc length 

parameter with �V is initial value for arc length parameter . This curve can be moved into l� as the geodesic 	� ������, �����. We call �	 �����, ����� the �� part of the 

geodesic. A given tangent vector U at a point + of a geometric surface, there is a unique 

maximal geodesic that starts at + with initial velocity U 

   The goal is to solve the geodesic differential equations numerically for the functions ����, ���� such that �	 m�����, ����� is the unique geodesic satisfying the initial 

conditions  

• if the initial point	+ has � /coordinates �V, �V, then we require ���V� � �V, 

       ���V� � �V, and  

 

• if the initial velocity		U has coordinates !�V, !�V	(relative to the coordinate vector  

        fields �', �(	), then we require �>��V� � !�V,  �>��V� � !�V 
 

4.1.  Numerical solution with Matlab 

 
   Matlab's ODE solvers solve systems of first order differential equations, which can give 

the numerical solution for systems of first order differential equations by using the Ring  
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Kutta method  [1]. To solve a system of differential equations such as those seen in the 

system of  differential equations �2.6�	, the system must first be expressed as a first order 

system. This is done by introducing 4 new variables m#, m�, m�, and mn such that m# � �						, m� � �>	,							m� � �							,					mn � �′ 
Next, the new system is differentiated m#> � �>						,						m�> � �>>,							m�> � �>						,					mn> � �>> 
Note that		m�′ � �>′	 and 	mn> � �>>		both constitute the entire functions �>′	 and �>>. These 

functions will almost certainly contain terms other than �>′	 and �>>. The goal is to solve 

the geodesic differential equations numerically for functions ����, ���� such that �	 m�����, ����� is the unique geodesic satisfying the given initial conditions . 

   

 For display the geodesics on surfaces we consider the following example 

 

Example 4.1 . Consider the Cylindrical Catenoid surface centered at the origin in three 

dimension a Euclidean space l� with parameterization 

              ���, �� � �op� � / � �qP � , �qP � $ � op� � , ��   , u ∈ �0,2π�, � ∈ �/4,4�	           
(	4.1). 

The metric tensor is given by  

																			�ab � s1 $ �� 11 2t							,							�#� h 0																																													�	4.2�	 
And the christoffel symbols of the second kind are given in the matrix form as  

àb# � u
�1 $ 2�� 2�1 $ 2��2�1 $ 2�� 0 v											,																				 àb� � u/ � $ �

�1 $ 2�� / �1 $ 2��/ �1 $ 2�� 0 v								�	4.3� 
Using �	3.6� and �	4.3� it is easy to see that the geodesic equations on the Cylindrical 

Catenoid surface are given by  

�>> $ 4�1 $ 2�� 	�>�> $ �1 $ 2�� �>� � 0 

																																															�>> / 2�1 $ 2�� 	�>�> / � $ ��1 $ 2�� �>�� 0																																				�	4.4�		 
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The geodesic differential equations �	4.4� on the Cylindrical Catenoid surface can be 

solved numerically using Matlab for the functions ����, ���� such that �	 m_����, ����d, � ∈ �0,2w�	 is the unique geodesic satisfying the initial conditions :  

• if the initial point	��0� has � /coordinates �V, �V, then we require ��0� � x�, ��0� � 0.1, and  

• if the initial velocity		U has coordinates �′V, �′V	(relative to the coordinate vector fields ��', �(	), then we require �>�0� � / x�	,  �>�0� � 0.2 

Writing �	4.4�		 as a first order system with the substitution 

																																	m# � �						, m� � �>	,							m� � �							,					mn � �>																								�	4.5�		 
and differentiating 	�	4.4� gives 																																																		m#> � �>					,m�> � �>>,							m�> � �>						,					mn> � �>>																				�	4.6�	 
Substituting from �	4.6�	to 	�	4.4�  we have 

																													m#> � m�					,																		m�′ � / 4m�1 $ 2m�� 	m�mn / m�1 $ 2m�� m��	,	 																m�> � mn						,																	mn>� 2m�1 $ 2m�� 	m�mn $ m� $ m��1 $ 2m�� m��																																�	4.7�	 
Using the Matlab function file ,we have the numerical solution for the geodesic equations 

hence we plot the geodesic curve on the surface as shown in figure (4.1) 

 

 

 

                               

 

 
  Fig 4.1:-  The geodesic curve on Cylindrical Catenoid   
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From this figure, one can see that if  the interval of arc length parameter z	 increase, then 

the geodesic curve on Cylindrical Catenoid z	 {�|�z�, }�z� increase in the same 

direction and on the same integrity . 

 The numerical solution with Matlab is very useful numerical method to determined the 

geodesic on the cylindrical Catenoid surface but it is not enough to determine all the 

geodesics on the surface. This problem can be easy solved by Mathematica. 

 

 

4.2. Numerical solution with Mathematica 

  Given a surface � in Euclidean space l� , with parameterization �:� � ���, ��. To 

obtain numerical expression for the geodesics, we go through the mathematical steps that 

set up the geodesic differential equations and arbitrary initial conditions, and for each step 

find a Mathematica command that will carry it out.  Then NDSolve will give the 

numerical solutions [2].  

    For  two second-order differential equations of geodesic �	3.6� can be recast more 

simply as four first-order differential equation system. It suffices to take the first 

derivatives �′ and �′ as new variables: + � �′, , � �′. Then obviously, +′ � �", ,′ � �", 
and the two second-order differential equations of geodesic �	3.6� take the form  

 

�> � +									,										+> $ #̀## �+�� $ 2 #̀�# +, $ �̀�# �,�� � 0	, 
																																													�> � ,								,												,> $ #̀#� �+�� $ 2 #̀��+, $ �̀�� �,�� � 0				 																			�	4.8�	

  In term of Mathematica we have a numerical solution of �	4.8� satisfy in the designated 

initial conditions and the end points	��qP	and ���m of the interval ��qP � � � ���m 

on which we seek solutions (this interval must contain �V). 
   The solutions produced by the command of Mathematica are not direct functions �, �, +, , of �, but rather Interpolating Functions--data that produces requested values of �, �, +, , by interpolation. The numerical solution for geodesics � → �����, ����� can be 

plotted in three dimensional space and on a given regular surface using the parametric 

three dimension plot 	�� → �����, ���� → ������, �����.  
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   Thus  the geodesic on any regular surface can be obtained. Also all geodesic on the 

Cylindrical Catenoid  surface can be found  which failed to find using Matlab as we show 

in example 4.1 . 

 

Example 4.2 :- To find the geodesic on Cylindrical Catenoid  surface by using 

Mathematica. We have the parameterization of the surface ,plotting surface , find the 

metric tensor and christoffel symbols as we show in example 4.1 . 

      Can be produce a numerical solution of the geodesic differential equations (4.4) by 

easy command of Mathematica and consider the initial condition 	uV � �� 		 , vV � 0.1		,uV> � / �� 		 , vV> � 0.2	, sV � 0	, s ∈ �0, ��� .we get the interpolating function which gives 

the numerical solution for geodesic s	 �u�s�, v�s�� , can be plotted in three dimension 

for s ∈ �0, ��� which gives a geodesic s	 �u�s�, v�s�� on the surface as show in figures 

(4.2a) and (4.2b)  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Remark  in Mathematica numerical solution , if we increase the domain of plotting  

parameter �	,the geodesic will be completely appear on the surface which take different  

 

(a) 

Fig 4.2:-  The geodesic curve and its image on Cylindrical 

Catenoid  for � ∈ �0, x�� 

(b) 
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shapes as we show for � ∈ �0, �x� � and � ∈ �0, �x� � respectively in figures (4.3a) ,(4.3b) , 

(4.4a) and (4.4b)  . 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 
 

 

 

Example 4.3 :- the Egg Carton surface 

 Consider the egg carton can be mapped by the vector field  

                          ���, �� � ��	, �	, sin �	cos � 	�    for   � ∈ �/w, w�	, � ∈ �/w, w�																				�	4.9�		 
And the metric tensor is given by 

Fig 4.3:-  The geodesic curve and its image on Cylindrical Catenoid 

for � ∈ �0, �x� � 

Fig 4.4:-  The geodesic curve and its image on Cylindrical Catenoid 

for � ∈ �0, �x� � 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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			�ab � u1 $ cos� �	cos� � 					/ 14	sin 2� sin 2�/14	sin 2� sin 2� 							1 $ sin� � sin� �v																																												�	4.10�	 
Thus , the christoffel symbols of the second kind are given as 

àb# � 1� � ξ# 	η#	η# ξ# 	� 																			,												 àb� � 1� � ξ� 	η�	η� ξ� 	� 																																	�	4.11� 
Where  

ξ# � /2cos� � sin 2�			 , 	η# � /2cos� � sin 2�			,  ξ� � /2 sin� � sin 2�				, 
																				η� � /2 sin� � sin 2�	 ,  			� � 6 $ cos 2�� / �� $ cos 2�� $ ��																							�4.12� 

Using �3.6�, one can see that the geodesic equations can be written as the following 

�>> $ ξ#� ��>�� $ 2	η#� �>�> $ ξ#� ��>�� � 0,	 																																								�>> $ ξ�� ��>�� $ 2	η�� �>�> $ ξ�� ��>�� � 0																														�	4.13� 
Or in a four first-order differential equation system as in the following    

�> � +	, +> $ �#� �+�� $ 2	�#� +, $ �#� �,�� � 0	,	
																														�> � ,, ,> $ ��� �+�� $ 2	��� +, $ ��� �,�� � 0																									�4.14�			

With the initial condition 	�V � 0		, �V � 0	, �V> � #� 		 , �V> � √�� , �V � 0	, � ∈ �/w, w� .The   

interpolating function which gives the numerical solution for geodesic �	 _����, ����d	 
come from numerical solution of the geodesic differential equations (4.14) by the 

command of Mathematica .  
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   The interpolating function gives the numerical solution for the geodesic �	 �����, ����� which can be plotted in three dimension for � ∈ �/w, w� as show in  

Figure (4.5a). 

  Finally , the geodesic curve  �	 �����, ����� can be plotted on the surface as show in 

figure  (4.5b) and in this case we note that the acceleration vector is always orthogonal to  

 

 

 

the tangent plane along the geodesic . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

A geodesic is a generalization of the notion of a "straight line" to "curved spaces". In 

calculus of variation , geodesics are defined to be (locally) the shortest path between 

points in the space. also, geodesics are defined to be curves whose tangent vectors remain 

parallel if they are transported along it . This means that a curve α�s� is a geodesic if its 

geodesic curvature 	k= � 0 form all this definitions of geodesic curve obtain a system of 

geodesic differential equation which is very difficult to solve analytical in general case. 

The numerical solution is very useful in this case with two computer programs Matlab 

and Mathematica , but the numerical solution with Matlab is not enough to determined all 

geodesic on the surface as shown in example (4.1) ,This problem can be easy solved by 

Mathematica as in example (4.2) by increase the domain of plotting arc length parameter � we get complete appear for geodesic on  a surface , also we can use Mathematica to find 

a numerical solution for complex  system of geodesic differential equations as shown in 

example (4.3). 

 

 

(a) 

Fig 4.5:-  The geodesic curve and its image on egg carton surface in � ∈ �/w, w� 
(b) 
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